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More GCD and Intro to the LCM

Let’s begin with a lemma of which I will guide you through the proof.

Lemma

Let a and b be integers which are not both 0. Then gcd(a, b) = gcd(−a,−b).

Proof.

Let a and b be integers which are not both 0. Now let d = gcd(a, b). We will
show that d = gcd(−a,−b). We will show that d = gcd(−a,−b). Since
d = gcd(a, b), we know that (1) d > 0. We also know that d |a and d |b. So
also (by the Divisibility Theorem) (2) d | − a and d | − b. Now let c be any
integer such that c | − a and c | − b. Then c |a and c |b, and so (since
d = gcd(a, b)) c |d . This proves (by the Char. of the GCD Thm) that
d = gcd(−a,−b).
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More GCD and Intro to the LCM

Theorem

Let a and b be integers which are not both 0.

Then for every positive integer
k , we have gcd(ka, kb) = kgcd(a, b).

Proof.

Let a, b, and k be as stated. Let d = gcd(a, b) and let d∗ = gcd(ka, kb). We
will show that d∗ = kd . Note first that since d |a and d |b, we have kd |ka and
kd |kb. Thus kd |d∗, and so there is a positive (why?) integer n such that
kdn = d∗. Since d∗|ka, kdn|ka, and so dn|a. Similarly, since d∗|kb, kdn|kb,
and so dn|b. Because d is the GREATEST common divisor of both a and b,
we must have dn ≤ d . But then n ≤ 1, and since n is positive, n = 1. Recall
above that kdn = d∗, so kd = d∗, and the proof is complete.
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Corollary

Let a and b be integers which are not both zero, and let k be a nonzero
integer.

Then gcd(ka, kb) = |k|gcd(a, b).

Proof.

Let a, b, k be as stated. We consider two cases.

Case 1: k > 0. Then by the previous theorem, we have
|k |gcd(a, b) = kgcd(a, b) = gcd(ka, kb).

Case 2: k < 0. Then |k| = −k > 0. So again by the previous theorem, we
have |k |gcd(a, b) = −kgcd(a, b) = gcd(−ka,−kb). By our first lemma, we
see that gcd(−ka,−kb) = gcd(ka, kb), and we are done.
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Question

If there an integer m such that 0|m?

Solution.

NO. By definition, 0 does not divide any integer.

Proposition

Let a and b be integers which are BOTH nonzero. Then there is a unique
*smallest, positive* integer m such that a|m and b|m.

Proof.

Suppose that a and b are integers which are BOTH not zero. Then note that
a|ab and ab||ab| (why?). So by the Divisibility Theorem, a||ab|. Similarly,
b|ab, and since ab||ab|, we see that b||ab|. Because a and b are BOTH not
zero, ab ̸= 0, and so |ab| is a positive integer. So there is at least one positive
integer that a and b both divide. Now pick the least such positive integer by
the Well-Ordering Principle. Uniqueness is immediate.
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More GCD and Intro to the LCM

From the last slide: if a and b are integers that are BOTH nonzero, then
there is a unique smallest positive integer that they both divide.

This leads to
the following definition.

Definition

Let a and b be integers which are both nonzero. Then the smallest positive
integer m such that a|m and b|m is called the least common multiple of a
and b, and is denoted by lcm(a, b).

Example

Find the following:

1 lcm(6, 9);

2 lcm(−4, 5);

3 lcm(−5,−5).
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Solution.

We have

1 lcm(6, 9) = 18;

2 lcm(−4, 5) = 20;

3 lcm(−5,−5) = 5.
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Let’s continue with the examples for a bit.

Example

Find the following:

1 gcd(6, 9);

2 gcd(−4, 5);

3 gcd(−5,−5).

Solution.

1 gcd(6, 9) = 3 (recall that lcm(6, 9) = 18);

2 gcd(−4, 5) = 1 (recall that lcm(−4, 5) = 20);

3 gcd(−5,−5) = 5 (recall that lcm(−5,−5) = 5).

Notice a relationship here...?
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Proposition

Let a and b be positive integers which are relatively prime. Then
lcm(a, b) = ab.

Proof.

Let a and b be relatively prime positive integers. We must show that
lcm(a, b) = ab, that is, we must show that ab is the smallest positive
common multiple of a and b.

(1) ab is positive: this is immediate since a and b are positive.

(2) ab is a common multiple of both a and b: note that a · b = ab and
b · a = ab, so ab is indeed a common multiple of both a and b.
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Proof.

(3) ab is the smallest positive common multiple of both a and b.

To see this,
let m be ANY positive multiple of both a and b. It suffices to show that
ab ≤ m. Recall that aand b are relatively prime. Thus ax + by = 1 for some
integers x and y . Since m is a multiple of a, au = m for some integer u; since
m is a multiple of b, bv = m for some integer v . Multiply both sides of
ax + by = 1 above by m to get axm + bym = m. So now replace the first
occurrence of m on the left-hand side by bv and the second occurrence by au
to get axbv + byau = m. Thus ab(xv + yu) = m. As ab|m and ab and m are
positive, ab ≤ m, as desired.
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